Development of gravitropic response: unusual behavior of flax phloem G-fibers.
The major mechanism of gravitropism that is discussed for herbal plants is based on the nonuniform elongation of cells located on the opposite stem sides, occurring in the growing zone of an organ. However, gravitropic response of flax (Linum usitatissimum L.) is well-pronounced in the lower half of developing stem, which has ceased elongation long in advance of plant inclination. We have analyzed the stem curvature region by various approaches of microscopy and found the undescribed earlier significant modifications in primary phloem fibers that have constitutively developed G-layer. In fibers on the pulling stem side, cell portions were widened with formation of "bottlenecks" between them, leading to the "sausage-like" shape of a cell. Lumen diameter in fiber widening increased, while cell wall thickness decreased. Callose was deposited in proximity to bottlenecks and sometimes totally occluded their lumen. Structure of fiber cell wall changed considerably, with formation of breaks between G- and S-layers. Thick fibrillar structures that were revealed in fiber cell wall by light microscopy got oblique orientation instead of parallel to the fiber axis one in control plants. The described changes occurred at various combinations of gravitational and mechanical stimuli. Thus, phloem fibers with constitutively formed gelatinous cell wall, located in nonelongating parts of herbal plant, are involved in gravitropism and may become an important element in general understanding of the gravity effects on plants. We suggest flax phloem fibers as the model system to study the mechanism of plant position correction, including signal perception and transduction.